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Normal forms for Hamiltonian Systems with Poisson commuting
intégrais elliptic case

-

L. H. Eliasson

I. Introduction
In this paper we will consider the problem of normal forms of Hamiltonian
Systems near an elliptic stationary point. Thèse Systems are transformée as vector
fîelds by local symplectic diffeomorphisms, and this transformation gives rise to
an équivalence relation on the space of ail such Systems. In strict rigour, the
normal form problem amounts to exhibiting a set of relatively simple Systems (the
normal forms) which has one and only one System in common with each
équivalence class. A weaker version of this problem is to exhibit some set of
relatively simple Systems which intersects each équivalence class along a subset
which is substantially smaller than the class itself.
Classifying Hamiltonian Systems under local symplectic diffeomorphisms
amounts to classifying functions under such diffeomorphisms. The problem is thus
to find symplectic normal forms for functions. A nice non-symplectic normal form
always exists. Indeed, a generic function is locally équivalent to its quadratic part.
This is the content of Morse&apos;s lemma. However, such a normal form, though
extremely simple, does not give much information about the Hamiltonian system
itself.
It is otherwise with a symplectic normal form, for example Birkhoffs normal
form which exists in a formai sensé for most Systems. If this normal form could be
attained by a differentiable or analytic, and not only formai, symplectic
transformation, the Hamiltonian System would be transformed to a very simple
form which is easy to analyze. But in gênerai this is not so. In the analytic case
the transformation has in gênerai convergence radius 0 if the normal form itself
and in the differentiable case one gets a
is convergent or divergent is not known
restterm. Because of this disappointing resuit of Siegel, one must look for weaker
normal forms. One such weaker form is given by the existence of the
centermanifolds of Lyapounov.
In this article we will see what can be said about thèse problems when the
Hamiltonian System has several intégrais which commute for the Poisson bracket,

-

-
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and, in particular, when the System is integrable. Though such Systems are very
exceptional in any generic sensé, there exist many well known examples. The
3-body problem and many rigid body problems hâve several Poisson commuting
intégrais. The 2-body problem, certain rigid body problems, and the Neumann
problem are integrable, together with more récent examples, like the inverse
square potential of Calogero and the lattice of Toda. We will restrict the
discussion to the smooth, i.e. C°°, case but there are corresponding results also in
the analytic and the finite differentiable cases.

Preliminaries
smooth symplectic manifold of real dimension 2n, and let Ep
be the space of ail germs of smooth real functions at some point p on M. We say
that a germ is critical if df(p) 0.
The Hamiltonian vectorfield Xfoffis defined through the équation

Let (M,

co) be a

/

for any vector field Y, where J is the interior product.
The Poisson bracket of two germs and g is

/

It defines

structure of a Lie algebra on Ep, containing ail the critical germs as a
maximal idéal.
Two germs are said to be Poisson commuting (or to be in involution) if their
Poisson bracket vanishes. This implies that their Hamiltonian vector fields
commute. (For critical germs this is even équivalent.) The R-linear span of a set
of pairwise Poisson commuting germs is an abelian subalgebra, and their
Hamiltonian vector fields generate a local abelian group action. When the
dimension of the abelian subalgebra is half the dimension of M, we say that this
subalgebra is integrable. (In this case ail the Hamiltonian vector fields involved
are integrable in the sensé of Liouville.)
To each critical germ/we associate, in a unique way, a quadratic form
a

d2pfeS2(TpM,(op)*

/

where (op (o(p). (In local coordinates this quadratic form is just the Hessian of
at p.) The symplectic form provides S2(TPM, a)p)* with a Poisson bracket { }p
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making this space into a Lie algebra isomorphic to sp (2n, R). This bracket can be
defined by {d^f, d2pg}p d%{f, g}, so d2p becomes a Lie algebra homomorphism
for this structure.
A Cartan subalgebra (CSA) of S2(TpM, a)p)* is an n-dimensional subalgebra q
which is abelian and self-centralizing, i.e. the centralizer•,

Centr (q)

{a e S2(TPM,

a&gt;p)* :

{*, q}p

0}

to q itself. We say that it is elliptic if it is generated by q, \{x2 + y2),
i 1,.
n, in some set of coordinates on TPM such that o)p E dx, a dyt
(symplectic coordinates). Such a base is unique up to permutation of order, and
qlf... qn will always dénote this particular base for q, if not otherwise specified
- it is the base for the CSA. (The elliptic CSA:s represent one conjugation class
out of finitely many. In section VII we shall say someting about the other classes.)
Let ûfi,..
ock be k quadratic forms. The set of ail X e TPM such that
ocx J X,
ock J X has rank less than k is the singular set. It is the union of ail
is equal

Sr(au

ak)

{X e TpM : ocx J Xy

ock J

X hâve rank &lt;r},

r

&lt;

k.

and not on the
This set only dépends on the R-linear span of alt.
particular basis.
If q is an elliptic CSA of S2(TPM, (op)*, then the singular set Sr(q) is a union
&lt;xk

of

J

abuse

symplectic subspaces of TPM of dimension 2r

- the singular subspaces.

By

of notations we shall also let 5r(q) dénote the set of ail thèse subspaces.

DEFINITION. An abelian subalgebra p of S2(TPM, û)p)* is said to be
non-degenerate if Centr (p) is an elliptic CSA and S^_j(p) S/t_1(Centr(p)),
k dim p.
Since Centr (p) is an elliptic CSA, the condition that 5^_i(p)

S^_x(Centr (p))

precisely that the restriction of p to any singular subspace E in
5^_x(Centr(p)) is an elliptic CSA of S2(£, œp/E)*. This is a strong maximality
condition of p, and clearly generic.
If dimpp n, then p is non-degenerate if and only if p is an elliptic CSA.
says

A Morse lemma for

Poisson commuting fonctions

hk be k germs of smooth fonctions at p in
THEOREM A. Let hVy
(M, co), ail critical at p and pairwise Poisson commuting, and let h be their

R~linear span. Assume that d2h is non-degenerate

of dimension

k.
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Then there exist a smooth diffeomorphism 4&gt;:(TPM,
\pk such that
fonctions Vi,
hlo&lt;P=H&gt;l{ql&gt;...

where

qlf
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0)-»(M, p), and smooth

,qn),

qn is the base for

Centr {d2ph).

When k 1 this is just Morse&apos;s lemma. The case k 2 seems to be new.
is a symplectic
We must stress hère that the theorem does not say that
is not unique, but it seems very unlikely that it exists such a
mapping. In fact,
symplectic diffeomorphism in any generality. Indeed, if it did, then there would
exist not k, but n commuting functions, and we would be in the integrable case.
This is likely to be a very exceptional situation. (Though this has been shown
rigorously only when k 1 [1,2,3,4].)
In particular, the theorem gives no information about the action of h, besides
the évident fact that this action takes place on the common fïbers of hl9
hk.
But it gives a fairly nice description of thèse fibers themselves. In gênerai, they
are submanifolds of dimension 2n — k and fibrated into n-dimensional ton. Since
the Ws are not unique, the fibration is determined up to diffeomorphic
équivalence by some spécial class of such functions. (We will supply some partial
resuit on thèse équivalence classes in section III.)
Moreover, the theorem has as an immédiate conséquence the existence of
singular manifolds on which the action of h is integrable.
&gt;

4&gt;

&lt;P

COROLLARY. There exist

f

j symplectic smooth submanifolds of

dimension 2k —2 at p which are invariant under the action
invariant under each Xhj, ^ k.

j

of

h, Le. they are

Generalîzed centermanifolds

The singular manifolds of an abelian subalgebra h of dimension k are
symplectic submanifolds of dimension 2k —2. In many cases, however, there exist
invariant submanifolds of dimension 2k on which h is integrable.
hk be germs of smooth functions at p in (M, cd)
THEOREM B. Let hl9.
which are ail critical at p and pairwise Poisson commuting, and let h be their
R-linear span. Let E be a symplectic subspace of (TPM, a)p) of dimension 2k, and

8
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assume that
the linearized vector
1) there is an h in h such that E is invariant under jxXh
field atp and such that a solution ofj\Xh is 2n-periodic if and only if it lies in E;
2) the restriction of d2ph to E is an elliptic CSA of S2(E, œp/E)*.
Then there exists a unique smooth submanifold N at p, TPN E, such that N is
invariant under the action ofh.

-

-

For one analytic fonction, theorem B is mainly due to Lyapounov, who
proved the existence of a 1-parameter family of periodic solutions [5]. Siegel [6]
proved the regularity at the origin, and the (first?) differentiable version can be
found in [7].

Symplectic normal form for Poisson commuting fonctions

THEOREM C. Let hly
yhnbe n germs of smooth functions atp in (M, œ)
which are ail critical at p and pairwise Poisson commuting, and let h be their
R-linear span. Assume that d2ph is non-degenerate of dimension n.
Then there exist a smooth diffeomorphism &lt;P:(TPM,O)^&gt;(M, p) which is
\pn such that
symplectic, Le. &lt;P*w wp, and smooth functions tplt

where

qx&gt;

qn is the base for d2plx.

The functions iplf
ipn are hère uniquely determined in distinction to the
itself is not unique. It can be composed with any
case in theorem A, but
élément of the linear action of d2ph. In symplectic coordinates, its invariance
of the form
group G consists of the rotations (jc, y) *-*
&lt;P

{x&apos;y

x[
y[

xt cos at

+ yt sin at

—*i sin at

for any fonction

y&apos;)

4- yt

cos at

qn).
at(qu
Formally, theorem C is just a conséquence of Birkhoff&apos;s normal form [8]. For
analytic fonctions it has been proved by Riissmann when n 2 [9], and by Vey in
the gênerai case [10]. Vey&apos;s proof, however, does not carry over to the smooth
case. (H. Ito has sharpened Vey&apos;s resuit, but his proof also only works in the
analytical case [11].) We will deduce this resuit from theorem A, thus providing a
unified approach to this problem in the smooth and the analytical cases.
at
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One can use this resuit to construct singular action and angle variables near a
lower dimensional torus. Theorem C represents, from this point of view, the case
of a O-dimensional torus.
hn be Poisson commuting germs such that dh^p),
Let hl9
dhn(p) is
of rank/c. To the R-linear span we can associate, in a natural way, an abelian
subalgebra

d2phczS2(K/L, œp) *

PlKer dht{p) and L

linear span of Xhi,
Xhn. (Suppose
critical
Introduce
ail
coordinates
at p.
hn are
hk+l,
symplectic
(x, y) near p,
with y} hj for j&lt;k. Then hk+if
hn are independent of xlf
,xkJ so we
•
•
•
just let yx
yk 0 and take the Hessian at the origin of each of
yn-)
A*+i, ...,/!„ as functions of xk+u
xn, yk+u • •

where K

is the

•

commuting smooth functions on M
with R-linear span h, and let c eR&quot; be such that F Oi&lt;f&lt;n h~l{ct) is compact and
connected. Assume that the rank of dhlf
dhn is k on F, and that d2ph is nondegenerate of dimension n — kat some point p e F. Let T be the 1-torus R/(2jtZ).
Then there exist a neighbourhood U of F, a neighbourhood V of Tk x 0 in
T(Tk x R&quot;~*), a smooth diffeomorphism

THEOREM. Let

(p.v^u,

hn be Poisson

hXt

&lt;f&gt;(T*xo)

r

which is symplecticy Le.
&lt;P*co=

2

dxtAdyu

and smooth functions tyx,
hl°&lt;P(x,y)

tl&gt;l(qi,

where we hâve put qt

%l&gt;n

•

yn i

such that

&gt;qn)&gt;

^ fc,

and qt

^(x2 + y2)y i&gt;k +

1.

The existence of non-singular action and angle variables was first proven by
Arnold [12] under an extra assumption. Now, other proofs are available in the
literature, for example [4]. One can prove the above theorem by, for example,
adapting the proof in the non-singular case and using a parameter dépendent
version of theorem C. This is rather straight forward so we shall not carry it out
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hère. (It has been done in [13]. J. P. Dufour and P. Molino hâve another proof of
this theorem in the smooth case [14].)

Organization of the paper

In section II we give some more détails on the elliptic CSA&apos;s.
In section III we study a division problem on the singular spaces Sr(q) of some
elliptic CSA q. This division problem turns out to be the essential difficulty in the
proof of theorem A.
In section IV we construct the singular manifolds. They will be constructed
inductively, starting with those of lowest dimensions, and they are obtained as the
solution of a set of équations which are singular. The division resuit from section
III, however, will permit us to divide out this singularity and then to solve the
équations by the implicit function theorem.
The construction of the diffeomorphism 0 in theorem A also involves a
singularity problem, and it is only the existence of the singular manifolds which
permits us to apply our division resuit and get rid of the singularity.
In section V we construct the generalized centermanifolds. This construction
involves a singularity problem of the same kind as in section IV, and we shall
treat it in the same way we use the division resuit in order to divide out the
singularity of the équations and then apply the implicit function theorem.
In section VI we formulate a version of Darboux&apos;s lemma for a given
Lagrangian fibration using a déformation argument à la Moser [15]. This resuit
fills the gap between theorem A and theorem C.
In section VII, finally, we discuss the corresponding results for other CSA&apos;s
than the elliptic ones. Thèse hâve been studied in [13], and, except for minor
changes, theorem A and C remain true also for them. We also discuss briefly
what is known for other types of Lie algebras.

-

NOTATIONS. The elementary resuit on linear symplectic algebra that we
shall use can be found in [12] or [16].
Consider the real symplectic vector space (TPM, cop). We define JP:T*M-+
TpM by (0p(Jpdff Y) (df)Y. Then
-JP, and the Hamiltonian vector field of
a function on TPM, with respect to o)p, is Xf Jp df.
Given a symplectic base on TPM and its dual base on T*My we hâve

/

/;

-L
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Such a choice

of

bases permits us to

11

identify TPM and T*M and, hence, to

consider Jp as an isomorphism on TPM. Then cop(Jp, is the standard euclidean
metric in this base.
If E is a symplectic subspace of TPM, then £x is the skew-orthogonal
We let t^ and nE be
complément of E. Clearly (EX)J E and TPM E +
the natural injection and projection with respect to this décomposition.
We use the notation e O*+1(z) to dénote that and ail its derivatives (with
respect to z) of order &lt;A: vanish when z 0.

£\

/

/
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II. Algebraic preliminaries
On S2(TPM, (ûpY there is a natural Lie bracket defined in the following way.
Let a and fi be quadratic forms, and let v, e TPM. Define av e T*M and
âv e TPM by
a&gt;

av(w)

a(v, w)

and

(op(âv, w)

$w)

-cop($w, âv)

a(v, w).

Then
oc{v, $w)

If we

a&gt;p(âv,

-p{w,

âv).

now define

then clearly {ocy P}p is a quadratic form. And it is plain to verify that { }p is a
Lie bracket, making S\TpM, cop)* into a Lie algebra isomorphic to sp (2n, R).
A CSA q of S2(TPM, œp)* is defined to be elliptic if it is generated by the
in some symplectic coordinate
+ y2),
quadratic functions qt
System z (x, y) on TPM. Another way to describe the ellipticity in symplectic
coordinates is the existence of a quadratic function p(z) z*Az in q such that
JPA has distinct purely imaginary eigenvalues. This foliows from the following
lemma, which also establishes a certain stability property of an elliptic CSA.

itâ

l^i^n,
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LEMMA

Let A(X) be a real symmetric matrix of class Cr, defined in some
neighbourhood of the origin in Rm, and such that JPA(O) hâve distinct purely
imaginary eigenvalues. Let f(z, Â) z*A(k)z.
Then, for small Â, there is a Cr matrix C(À) which is symplectic i.e.
C(K)JpC{k)* =JP, and such that
1.

y

/(C(À)z,A)= X

«

/n particular, any quadratic function Poisson commuting with
combination of the

f is

a

linear

qt&apos;s.

Proof If a is an eigenvalue of JPA then — a also. In fact, det (al — JPA)
det (al + (JPA)*) since 7*=/~1 — Jp, and a matrix and its transpose hâve the
same eigenvalues.

Let ±(ait.
an) be the eigenvalues of JpA(k), and let vv, be an eigenvector
that corresponds to ocr Thèse numbers and vectors are Cr in À (i.e. the
eigenvectors can be so chosen), the eigenvalues are pairwise différent, and w} is
an eigenvector corresponding to — ar
We first notice that w*Jpwk w*Jpwk 0 for ail j # k. In fact,
a}(w*Jpwk)

(JpAw})*Jpwk

w*Awk

-h&gt;/%(//,Ah&gt;*)

-ak(w*Jpwk)f

which implies that (ar; + ak)w*Jpwk 0. Hence w*Jpwk 0, and in the same way
it follows that wfjpwk — 0.
Since w*JpWj 0 and wlf
wn is a base, it follows that
wn, wlf
Moreover,

so w*JpWj is
assume it is

by wr we can
purely imaginary and =£0. By eventually replacing
fe
b2
with real, and, by dividing w; by b, we can
of the form V~l
h&gt;;

assume that 6

1.

and V^ v7 V~î (w; — h,), then
let V2 w; w} 4vrt is a symplectic base which dépends in a Cr way on Â, and
Mj,..., wn, vi,.
which takes/to the required form.

If

we

now

just

h&gt;7

The singular sets of an elliptic CSA q in S2(TpMf (op)* are easy to describe.
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Indeed,

where E, is the 2-dimensional symplectic subspace {X :qt J X 0}±. (Notice that
thèse subspaces are not of dimension 2 for an arbitrary base of q, but only for the
n.)
particular base qt \{x2 + y2), i 1,
Sr(q), r &lt;«, is the union of ail products of r différent spaces Et. By abuse of
notation, we let 5r(q) also dénote the set of ail such products.

DEFINITION. Let B be a
degenerate if ail /: x Â&gt;minors are

A:

x n-matrix,

A:&lt;n. We say

that B is /uw-

=£0.

When k — n this just means that B is of maximal rank, but for k &lt; n it is a
much stronger condition. When k 1, for example, it means that ail components
of B are non-zero.
The relation of this concept to the non-degeneracy of abelian subalgebras of
S2(TPM, (OPY is the following. Suppose

Pj=
where qlf
2, then /?j,
qn is the base of an elliptic CSA. If k
pk span a
and
the
k
w-matrix
non-degenerate subalgebra if,
x
(bJt) is nononly if,
degenerate. (This holds for the particular base qlt
qn of q but not for an
arbitrary base.) If k — 1, the non-degeneracy of B is necessary, but not sufficient,
for the non-degeneracy of the subalgebra. In this case, a necessary and sufficient
|&amp;in| are ^=0 and
condition is that |&amp;n|,
pairwise distinct.
&gt;

LEMMA

Let A be a non-degenerate k x n-matrix. Then there exists a
non-singular matrix C such that CA has a non-degenerate (k — 1) x n-submatrix.
Proof.
that ail (k

Let A

2.

It suffices to show that there exists a non-singular k x A&gt;matrix C,

such

of B CA are i=0.
- 1) x (k - l)-minors
be a (k - 1) x (k - l)-submatrix,
(a;l), and let
A&apos;

be the corresponding submatrix of B. Since there
say, which is singular. Let
can be made
only are finitely many minors in A, it suffices to show that
non-singular for some choice of C arbitrarily close to the identity. It is now easy
B&apos;

B&apos;

L H ELIASSON
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to verify that

/ + *r(c;l),

C

with

cJt

ôjôlkt

some /, will arrange this for any s #0. This proves the lemma.
If p is a non-degenerate abelian subalgebra of S2(TPM, Q)p)*9 dimp ky then
the lemma says that p has a non-degenerate subalgebra of dimension k — 1.

m.

The division

Let

R2&quot;

OJ^i}

{z

l,

for i

(*, y)} and let që |(jc? + yf) and E,
,/î. Let Sr Sr(q), r&lt;«.

/ be the matrix \

Let

M, and let

in

{(*, 3;) € R7» :x,=y,

be the standard euclidean metric

u/

The metric permits us to identify dqt with a vector field on
In this section we let Cr dénote the r times differentiable fonctions,
r 6 N U {00}, or the analytic fonctions.

on

R2&quot;.

R2&quot;.

LEMMA

3.

Let X be a germ of a Cr vector field on

0 /or a// i, Then there exist unique germs
such that X TaCJ dqt.

(Jf, d#,)

Proof It

is sufficient to prove this

0

y), dqi(x, y))

&lt;X{xy

for

1.

n

r

&gt;

1, sud*

of Cr~l functions clt

cn

Then

Xx(x, y)x + X2(x, y)y,

which implies that Xx(x, y) Xt(xf y)y and X2(x, y)
0 and Xx and X2 of class C~l. Now we just let cx

COROLLARY. Letfbe

(R2n, 0),

X2(x, y)x, with

^! 4- X2

X^

C2r function on (R2,0) which is rotation
invariant. Then there existe a unique germ of a Cr function xp on (R, 0) such that

f(x,y)

rt&gt;ti(x2

a germ

of a

+ y2)).

ty is defined by the équation t//(x)=/(V2 |jc|,O), and of class C2r for
is rotation invariant we hâve that
and continuous everywhere. Since

Proof

x#0,
{Jdf dqx)

/

0, which, by lemma 3, implies that

df ~cdq1 for

some germ c of a
C2r~2 fonction. Moreover, c is rotation invariant, and, since c is equal the

derivative of 1// (outside the origin), the resuit follows by induction.
This argument is good except for an analytic function. If/is analytic, then it
only shows that xp is C00. But then the Taylor expansion of ty clearly converges, so
ty must also be analytic.
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Vm e Sk. Let ft be germs of Cr fonctions on {Vty 0)
Let Vu
be germs of Cl-diffeomorphisms on {Viy 0).
and let
If ft=fj on Vt H Vj for ail i, j, then there exists a {non-unique) germ of a Cr
fonction on (R2&quot;, 0) such that ° iV| =/ for ail L
on V, fl V^ for ail i, j,
If leaves invariant the subspaces Vt H Vjy and if
then there exists a {non-unique) germ of a Cl-dijfeomorphism
on (R2n, 0) such
that &lt;P°iVi
for ail i.

LEMMA

4.

&lt;Pt

/

f

&lt;Pt

&lt;Pt

d&gt;;

&amp;

&lt;Pt

Proof We construct/by induction on m. If m 1, then the statement is true,
so suppose it is true for m — 1. The problem then easily reduces to the case
=fm — 0- So we let E VX and we define f{z) —f\{zE)y zE nEz. If now
h—
z € Vt, i: ^ 2, then zE e Vt since V, (V; H E) + (Vf n Ex). Hence, f{z) =fi{zE)
*

• *

ft{zE) 0.
The construction of

&lt;P

is completely analogous.

LEMMA 5. Letfly...y fky k&lt;ny be germs of Cr fonctions on
0) such
that ail fj O on S*_i. Let B {bJt) be a germ of a non-degenerate k x n-matrix of
(R2&quot;,

class Cy 0

r, on (R2&quot;, 0).
rtere exw^ n germs of Cs fonctions giy

/or a//1

&lt;

&lt;s

&lt;

i &lt; n and

1 &lt;/

&lt;

0) such
ail subspaces Efy ^ k.

It

(R2&quot;,

j

is easy to see that

that/

0on5jt_1we hâve

f°iE°nEeDE for ail £ € S*
and

l£,

•

•

if/vanishes on Sk^u then there

EeSk

/

0), such that

-4- Ek say, we dénote by DE the set of ail
€ O{zx) H • • • n O^), i.e. /vanishes identically on
Ex 4-

décomposition

In fact, since

(R2&quot;,

A:.

Proof. For any E eSky E

germs/on

gn on

E&apos;eSky

is a (very non unique)

16
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Hence

EeSk

and we can proceed by induction.
We can therefore reduce the problem to the case when each ff belongs to some
DE, E Ei + - • -4- Ek say, and then the proof is easy. Since B is non-degenerate,
the équations

(fl, •• ,fk)
•

(gl,-

détermine glt

gn

&apos;

•

&gt;gn)B*,

aJtdqn

---=gn=0

uniquely. By construction, gt e O(z,) for ail i.

PROPOSITION 1. Let
r ^ 2ky with linear part

2

gk + l

Xu.

Xk be germs

of Cr vector fields

on

(R2&quot;,

0),

j&lt;k.

Assume that the k x n-matrix A (aJt) is non-degenerate, and that Xl}
Xk
hâve rank less than m on Sm for ail m.
i) Then there exist germs of Cr~2k+2 vector fields Yu
,Ynon (R2n, 0) and
germs of Cr~2k+2 fonctions bn on (R2n, 0) such that bJt(0) an and

};

4 + O2(z)

and

Y, €

O(zf),

and such that

b,tYh

Xk hâve rank less than m only on Sm, m ^ k — 1.
ii) Ifk n, and if Z is a germ of a Cr~2n+1 vector field on (R2&quot;, 0) such that
Xn are linearly dépendent, then there exist unique germs of Cr~2n
Z, Xl,
fonctions cr,
cn such that

In particular,

z= 2

Xi,

ctxt.
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iii) lfk n, and if Z is a germ of a Cr~2n+l vector field on (R2n, 0) such that
(Zy Xt) 0 for ail i, then there exist germs of Cr~2n fonctions cîf
cn and a
Cr&quot;2n+1 matrix C such that
C(0) =/ and
germ of a

z=

ctcxt.

There is no uniqueness in this case.

Proof We first prove that ii) and iii) follows from i). In thèse cases we can
and define a
Y[xt +
assume that Xl — Yl for ail i. Then we can write Yt
matrix M by
Y&quot;yn

m-1

(y;

• •

•

Y&apos;nY&apos;[

•

•.

Y&quot;n).

Then MYt dqt for ail i, and M(0) /. Hence, MZ, dqXf
dqn are linearly
dépendent everywhere, which implies that {JMZ, dqt) =0 for ail i. Now the
existence follows from lemma 3, as well as the uniqueness.
In case iii) we get ((M~1)*Z, dqt) =0 for ail i, and again the existence follows
from lemma 3 with C M*JM.
We must now prove i). If k 1, then i) follows from lemma 5 (applied to each
component), so we can proceed by induction on A:. By lemma 2 we can assume
that the submatrix

is non-degenerate. Since

Xlf

Xk_x hâve rank less than m on

Sm

we can apply

induction. Therefore we can assume that

Let now E be
ii) that

for

a space

in

unique set of germs cf,
on £, it follows that
a

i, E

EA 4-

•

• •

+ Ek-X say. It then follows from

ck.x. Since Xly

Xk are linearly dépendent

18
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Hence, there exists a family of germs df, parametrized by ail EeSk^u
Ex a E. The uniqueness in lemma 3 implies now that df
for any
on E n
So by lemma 4 there is a germ dx such that
two spaces E and

df

E&apos;

E&apos;.

dx on each space

dx

E e Sk-X such that Ex

c £.

And the same is true for each i. Hence,

where we hâve put
df.
The resuit now follows by applying lemma 5 to each component of the vector
fields XXy
Xk. The last part in i) is obvious if we consider MXXy
MXk,
with M~l defined as above.
&amp;**

The following lemma will permit us to apply the proposition to the case when
the linear dependence occurs on certain submanifolds.

LEMMA

6.

Let

Vu...,Vke Sm,

submanifolds such that T0Nt
&lt;P

:

(R2/I,

such that

0)-&gt;

&lt;P(Vt)

(R2w, 0),

and let Nu
Nk be germs
Vt. Then there exists a Cr diffeomorphism

D*(0)

Nt for ail i.

fi
^
zEeEnVt. If we now define

^

of

Cr

/

Proof We assume that Nt H N, Vt H V, for ail i, y, and that
Let E Vi and F E±. Nt can be written as

with

of

class Cr. Since

V,

E H Vf for i

&gt;

Nt

2, we hâve that

Vt

for i

il&gt;(zE)

&gt;

0

2.

for

irf for i &gt; 2.
An obvious induction then gives the gênerai resuit.

then

&lt;P(yx)

iVx

and

0/Vt

Parameter dependence

The preceding results hâve immédiate analogies when the functions and vector
fields dépend on parameters Â. For example, if, in proposition 1, Xlf
Xk
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dépend in a Cs way on some parameters À defined near the origin in a euclidean
and the bt/s dépend on À in a Cs way. Indeed, the
space, then also the
and the
are not unique but the proof provides an explicit construction of such
and bt/s so constructed are Cs-dépendent
vector fields and functions, and the
cn and the matrix C in ii) and iii), if Z is Cs
on À. The same holds for clf
Y;&apos;s

1^&apos;s

6;i&apos;s

Yt&apos;s

in

À.

The results also remain true in the complex
objects.

if we are

considering holomorphic

IV. A Morse lemma
which are ail
hk be germs of smooth functions at p on (M,
Let hi,
critical at p and pairwise Poisson commuting, and let h be the R-linear span of
a&gt;)

thèse germs.
Let Sr(h) be the set of points where dhly

dhk hâve rank less than r.

Singular manifolds

LEMMA 7. Sr(h) is invariant under the Hamiltonian vector field Xf of any
function /, Poisson commuting with h.
// N is a local symplectic submanifold of dimension 2r, invariant under ail Xh,
thenNczSr(h).
Proof. The first part follows from the fact that the pull back of Xhj by the flow
of Xf is Xh itself. The second part is true since the Xh&apos;s span an isotropic
subspace of the tangent space of N at any point.

Let E be a symplectic subspace of (TPM, a)p) of dimension
2k 2, and assume that 1) there exists a h eh such that d2ph d2phlE + d2p h /F,
with d2ph/F non-singular and d2ph/E 0;
F
2) d2ph/E is an elliptic CSA of S\E9 a)plEy.
Then there exists a unique smooth submanifold Ny TPN E, which is invariant
under ail Xh.

PROPOSITION

2.

£\

Proof. We shall construct N as the unique submanifold N in ^.^(h) such that
TPN E. The uniqueness of the construction will then imply the invariance.
Notice that condition 1) implies that each d2phj splits over E + F as a sum
d2phjlE + d2phjlF. Moreover, there exists an elliptic CSA qc=S2(7^M, a&gt;p)* such
that q/£ d2phlE. It is given on E by condition 2), and the extension is trivial.
Also by 2), we can assume that d2phJE qJEy y &lt; A: — 1.
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5r(q) and let E Ex + • • • + Ek.u Et e Sx.
Since the problem is local we can identify (M, p) with (TPM, 0), but we don&apos;t
identify o) and cop. M 7J,Af will hâve two symplectic structures, the linear a)p
and the non-linear cw. On (TPM, ù)p) we introduce some symplectic base
2
(x, y) together with the corresponding euclidean metric
We shall construct N under the following assumption, which we shall justify
by induction:

Let 5r

*

Sk-2 H E is invariant under each Xhr

-

Observe that * implies that Sm H E is invariant under each Xh] for ail m ^ A: 2.
Let A* be the élément whose existence is assumed in condition 1). Then
hk is a base for h. Define

ht,...,
f€

slhl +

• • •

+ e^-!^-! + /tfc,

Xe

*&gt;..

Then

^^e= E ^^/p^ + O2(z)
(because each d2phj splits over E +
&lt;&lt;%**&gt;

=0,

(1)

F) and

/&lt;A:-1.

We now want to solve the 2n équations Xe
consider

(2)
0. In order to do this we first

Since d2phkIF is non-singular and Xe(0) 0, thèse 2(n — it 4-1) équations in
2n + k — 1 many unknowns can be solved by the implicit function theorem, and
the solution is a family of submanifolds

for

sufficiently small.
Since each d2pht splits over E + F, it follows that nFXhj(zE, 0)
implies that D(j)e(0) 0 and, hence,
e

E

O2(zE). This

(3)

Normal forms for Hamiltonian Systems
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So

e

(f&gt;e

sufficiently small. By assumption
0 on Sk-2 H E and, hence,
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(*) we hâve that nFXB

0 on Sk_2HE.

NenE sk-2nE

(4)

sufficiently small.
Xhk_x hâve rank less than m on
By (* and lemma 7 it follows that Xhx,.
&lt;
fc
2.
—
SmC\ E for ail m
Hence, this is true also for d/^,
d/i^-i and for
xcEdh\,
nEdhk-i. And, by (4), this is true also for nEdhx°
&lt;pe,..., 7tEdhk-i°(t&gt;e, where 0£ hère dénotes the embedding zE&gt;-*(zE, &lt;t&gt;e{zE)).
By (3), the linearized vector fields are easy to compute:

for ail

e

(X, Y)

Since

{nEX, xEY) + (^FA, jtfY) for ail vectors

Xy

Y, we get

by(2)
(jtE dhj o 0e, JTE^eo 0e) =0,

/

&lt; jfc

-

1.

This permits us to apply proposition liii). Hence, on E there exist germs of
functions c\y
c|_t, and a germ of a non-singular matrix Ce such that

(with smooth dependence on e).
Linearizing this relation at zE — 0 is easy by (1) and (3). It gives

Hence, by the implicit function theorem, there exist unique germs of functions
ei,..., ek_x on (£, 0) such that

for ail i.

cf,...

ex,...,ek-i

Cfc_!

are not.

Then the manifold

are uniquely determined by

JtEXe°&lt;t&gt;e

even though
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in S^.^h) and intersects E along Sk^2^ E. Clearly N is the unique
manifold in S^.^h) such that TPN E. Hence, N is invariant under ail Xh/.
It is obvious that d2p\a satisfies conditions 1) and 2) for ail singular spaces in
SrHE, r&lt;k — 2. So we can use the above procédure to verify * by an easy
induction, using lemma 6 to flatten out the submanifolds. The uniqueness follows
from this construction.
is contained

COROLLARY. Suppose that rfj(h) is non-degenerate.
Then there exists a smooth diffeomorphism &lt;P:(TpM,0)-&gt; (M,
such that

p),

D&lt;2&gt;(0)

/,

0-l(Sk^(h)) 5,_1(Centr (^h)).
Proof. Let Sr 5r(Centr (d2ph)) and let E e Sk^. Then clearly condition 2) of
proposition 2 is fulfilled, and, there exists an h eh such that d2phlE vanishes
completely. If now d2phlEL were singular, then there would exist some singular
space EteSi, contained in E1-, such that d2phlEl 0. But then h would be of rank
less than k — 1 on E + £f, contradicting the assumption of non-degeneracy.
Hence also 1) is fulfilled.
and the inclusion z&gt;. That
Proposition 2 together with lemma 6 give now
equality holds is a conséquence of proposition 1.
to be symplectic when
It follows from theorem C that we can choose
k n. Also, one singular manifold can always be straighten out with a
symplectic diffeomorphism. In gênerai, however, knowledge of the intersections
of the singular manifolds is required in order to conclude the existence of a
symplectic &lt;P.
&lt;P

&lt;P

Proof of theorem A

Since the problem is local we can identify (M, p) and (TPM, 0), but we don&apos;t
identify œ and wp. On (TpMy cop) we introduce some symplectic base z (je,
together with the corresponding euclidean metric {
By the corollary of
&gt;&gt;)

proposition 2, we can assume that S^.^h) Sk_1. By lemma 2 we can assume that
d2phm generate a non-degenerate subalgebra for ail m &lt; k.
d2phly
Let&apos;s consider the
following statement for 0 &lt; m &lt; k 1:
and functions ty
(Pm) There exist a smooth diffeomorphism

-

4&gt;

0&quot;1

t/&gt;;m
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Sk-1 and

V^^/fe-

•

•

,qn)onSm,

j&lt;k.

(Pk-i) implies the theorem.
We can assume without restriction that

&lt;Pk~l

is the

identity. We want to

construct a non-autonomous vector field Z, such that
&lt;rf(07

+ t(h,

-

&lt;*&gt;,)),

Z,&gt;

-(A,

- 0,),

for ail 0&lt; f &lt; 1, where we hâve put
Let 0Cj —
+ t{hj — 0y)). d/ï!,

&lt;pj

—

7

^*

ipj(qi,

qn).

d^

both have rank
less than m on 5m, and, by assumption (P*-i)&gt; this is also true for ocXy
ût*. By
the assumption of non-degeneracy, the conditions of proposition 1 are fulfilled.
Hence, we can write
d(&lt;t&gt;j

dhk and

d0!,

with

^€O(z,)

and

y,

d9l + O2(z),

i&lt;n

and, by lemma 5,

with
g, € OCz,),

ï

&lt;

n.

and g, ail dépend smoothly on t.
is now sufficient to solve

ocn bJlt Yt

It

(YlfZt)=gl,

i^n

for ail 0 &lt; t &lt; 1, which we can do in the following way. Write
Yl

Y)xl^Y2lyl

and

gt= glxt+gïyu

LH
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M

and let
(gl&gt;

-

• •

&gt;

be the matrix

g»&gt; gi&gt;

• •

•

gn)- Then

&gt;

the équations.
Let now be the
&lt;P

(Y\,.

ELIASSON

Y\,.

Yln&gt;

Yl)

M is invertible for 0

&quot;time-1-map&quot;

&lt;

and g the column vector
t &lt; 1, and Zr M~lg solves

of Zt. Then

V^=^(?i,...,^)
for ail

(5)

j^k, and this proves that theorem A follows from (Pk-i).

Moreover,
préserves S*_! and each singular space in Sk^t (since it préserves the rank of
dhu
,dhk and D4&gt;(0) /). Hence

qlo0°iE qloiE for

ail E eSk^u

i

&amp;

(6)

&lt;n.

Proofof(Pm).
Since (Po) is obvious, we can assume (Pm_i) and apply induction. We can also
is the identity.
assume without restriction that
So we let £ be a singular space in Sm, E Ex + • • • + Em say, Et e St. Then
there exist a local diffeomorphism &lt;PE, &lt;PE(Sk_a) Sk^x, and functions
V* such that
G*&quot;1&apos;1

Vf,...,

hJo^E

xlff(qlf

...,qn)on E,

j^k

(7)

and
q^^E°iE&gt;

qt°iE&apos;

for any

E&apos;

eSm,

0e and ipf(qu
?„),
theorem A to hx ° iEy

E&apos;

i=E,

i &lt;n.

(8)

qn) are constructed on E by applying
tymiqi, •
hm ° t£, and then extended in a trivial way to E + E1-.
&lt;PE
follows from the
préserves Sm-XC\E and, hence, Sk-X. For m &lt;j&lt;k,
corollary of lemma 3, since ail h^^&gt;E^iE are constant on the fibers of
hx°0E&lt;&gt;iEf.
hm°&lt;PE°iE. Finally, (8) holds by assumption (Fm_i), just as (6)
above holds by assumption (Pk-i).
We can do this construction for each singular space in 5m, and we can let
be
&lt;PE.
the composition of ail the
(8) now implies that (7) holds for ail E e Sm, with
0e replaced by 0. Moreover, by (Fm_i), we know that there exist xp/s such that
•

•

xj&gt;E

4&gt;

hj

VMu

•

•

•, qn) on

(8) also implies that

5m_x.

A;°$ /i;on5m_1,

tyf^tyf on EHEf for ail £,

E&apos;

and therefore

sSm,
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Now we can apply lemma 4, to get functions ty\ such that
il&gt;;°iE

Vf:îoTMEeSm,

j&lt;k.

This proves (Pm), and complètes the proof of theorem A.

Parameter dependence
hk dépend smoothly on parameters À defined near 0 in
Suppose that hly
some euclidean space, and that they verify the assumptions of theorem A for each
À. Suppose also that d2phly
d2phk does not dépend on À. It is then clear, from
the explicit construction given in the proof, that also &lt;P and the
dépend on À
V*&apos;s

smoothly.

Remarks

The fact that the germs are Poisson commuting is, of course, essential. If, for
example, hx x\ + y\+x\y2 and h2 xl + yl + (x\ + y\)2, then St(h) is the union
of one 2-dimensional subspace and three 1-dimensional subspaces near the origin.
In particular, it follows from theorem A that there exists no symplectic structure
on R4 for which hx and h2 commute in the sensé of Poisson.
The non-degeneracy condition cannot be relaxed without caution. For
example, if hl (x\ + y\) + (xl + yi) and h2 (x1y2 — x2yi)2, then ^(h) is the
union of two 2-dimensional spaces and the set /^(O). Thèse germs commute but
the non-degeneracy condition is not fulfilled.
The theorem gives a fairly nice description of the common fibers of
hk. On the singular manifolds, the fibers are tori (in gênerai of half the
Ai,
dimension of the manifold), but outside thèse manifolds the fibers are submanifolds of dimension 2n — k, each of which is fibrated into n-dimensional tori.
And this fibration is determined (in a non unique way) by the ip^s.
In case k 1, n there is only on such fibration (up to diffeomorphism), but not
for Kk&lt;n. In particular, for k 2 we hâve the following normal forms for

d2ph2y

where

Pt is a

polynomial of degree ——

- 1. So in this case the fibrations are
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finitely de terminée, and for n&lt;6 they are completely determined by the
quadratic part dp(h).
The proof also works in the analytic and the Cr cases. In the Cr case,
will
undergo a loss of differentiability which dépends on A:. A crude computation
shows that one looses not more than 7 derivatives at each induction step. Hence
4&gt;

4&gt;

is at least

of class

C~~lk.

V. Centermanifolds
We shall construct N as the set of ail 2jr-periodic solutions of a family of
vector fields Xe, ail of which commute with ail the vector fields Xh/, &lt; k. Since
the flow of Xhj takes one 2;r-periodic solution of Xe onto another, N must be
invariant under ail Xhj.
We first notice that condition 1) implies that E is invariant under jxXh
the
linearized vector field at p
for each y. There exists an elliptic CSA q of
S2(TPM, (op)* such that d^h/E^q/E. By condition 2), we can assume that

j

-

-

q,/E,j&lt;k.

d2ph,/E

Sr(q) and let E Ex + • • • + Eky E, e Sx.
Since the problem is local we can identify (M,p) with (TPM, 0), but we don&apos;t
identify co and cop. On (TPM, wp) we introduce some symplectic base z (jc, y)
together with the corresponding euclidean metric
We shall first assume that

Let

*

Sr

Sk-i H E is invariant under each Xh/

- an assumption which we will justify by induciton. Notice that (*) implies that
Sm

fl E is invariant under Xhj, for each m

&lt;

k—

1.

Consider now the restriction
tExnE, and notice that Et H E e 5^_!. Then we
get k Poisson commuting functions on the symplectic submanifold Ef HE of
dimension 2(k 1). Hence, there exists a function ft such that fi(hu
hk)
vanishes on EfHE, and dp\fx{hXi.
hk)) d%hi. (This is easy to see by
introducing, by theorem A, coordinates on Et D E such that each h} ° ie\he is of
the simple form tpj{q2y • •
Doing this construction for each £/, we
#*),
can assume that h} vanishes on Ef D E for each /. Now, since Ej- D E e Sk^x is
invariant under Xhj by * it follows that
h&lt;&gt;

-

•

dhj o iEi.nE

0,

/

&lt;

k.

j^k.)
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Let now h be the function whose existence is assumed in condition 1), and
consider the vector field

and its time-2jr-map

q&gt;e.

Then

2
since E is invariant under

Moreover,

(u;(z),

if we

2

(9)

j\Xh.

Taylor expand

q&gt;e(z)-z)p

2J
h} at z and use

that h} ° &lt;pE

hn we get

0,

(10)

where

f

dfc;(z

+ 5((^£(z)

- z)) ds,

y

&lt;

A:.

We now want to solve the 2n équations (pe(z) z, and in order to do this we
will argue as in the proof of proposition 2. So we first consider
jtF(&lt;pe-id)

0.

-

Since d2phlF has no 2;r-periodic solutions and &lt;pe(0) 0, thèse 2(n k)
équations, in 2n + k unknowns, can be solved by the implicit function theorem, and

the solution is a family of submanifolds

for

sufficiently small.
Since E is invariant under jiXhf, it follows that JtF{q)E
This implies that Dcpe(0) 0, and, hence,
e

TpNe

E

(11)

for s sufficiently small. By assumption
S*_! H

£,

- id){zE) 0) e O2(zE).

(*),

it follows that nF{(pe

- id)

0 on

so

Sk_lnE
for s sufficiently small.

(12)
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By (10) we get

where 0ehère dénotes the embedding zE*-*(zE, &lt;t&gt;e(zE)).
We know that dht vanishes on Ef DE. By (*) it foliows that vf and, hence,
nEv] vanish on EfDE. Finally, by (12) it foilows that 7ïEve}°&lt;t&gt;e vanishes on
Ef DE. Moreover, by (11), it is easy to compute the Hnearized vector field:
xEVeo

r

\nE{e2™&gt;3*

+ /) dq, + O\zE)y

j

&gt;

k.

The right hand side can be written, for ail y, as DestEdqn where De is a
2k x 2&amp;-matrix with D0 I. This permits us to apply proposition liii). Hence,
c% and a germ of a non-singular matrix C£
there exist germs of functions c{,
on E such that

(with smooth dependence on e).
Linearizing this equality at zE

(cf(O),... 4(0))

2n(el9.

0 is easy by (9) and (11).

ek)

It

gives

+ O2(s).

Hence, by the implicit function theorem there exist unique germs of functions
elf.. ek on (£, 0) such that

c;(^)(Z£)

0,

e(0)

for ail y. Moreover, ^t,
though cf,...
Hence, if

cek

0
ek

are uniquely determined by nE(q)e

—

irf) °

&lt;^&gt;E

even

are not.

z for ail z

(zE, zF) e N.

If

manifold with this
property, then it would follow from the uniqueness of the construction that
N Nf. So N is invariant under ail vector fields Xhf.
This proves the theorem modulo (*). If we now only observe that d2ph
— 1, then it is
satisfies conditions 1) and 2) for ail singular spaces in Sr n Ef
then

&lt;pe(Z£)(z)

AT were another

r^k
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clear that we can fulfill * by an obvious induction. This proves the existence of
N, and the uniqueness foliows from this construction.

VI. The symplectic normal form
Darboux&apos;s

lemma with a Lagrangian fibration

{(*, y)} with the symplectic structure

Consider R2n

LEMMA
dgl

J

JP

Let glf

8.

dqj

gn be germs

dgj J Jp dqn

iy

j

&lt;

(op

of smooth fonctions at

£ dxt a dyt. Let

(R2n, 0) such that

n.

f

Then there is a germ of a smooth function at (R2&quot;, 0), and there are unique
ipn at (Rn, 0) such that
germs of smooth fonctions t/^,

Proof. We give an explicit formula for the solution (due to J. Moser). Let
be the flow map of Jp dqt (the Hamiltonian vector field of qt with respect to a&gt;p),
and define

q&gt;\

\{x,y))-M,g(x, y))dt
for any function g.
Then
tyi(qi&gt;

•

•

vérifies easily that Mtgt {MY • • • Mn)gt, and then Mtgt
qn) by to the corollary of lemma 3. Now we just take

one
•

y

/

PROPOSITION
(w(0)

(op) such

Le. the fibration

3.

Let

œ be a

smooth symplectic form on

that

O {qt

const.} is Lagrangian for m.

(R2*1,

0) with
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Then there existe a diffeomorphism &lt;2&gt;:(R2n, 0)-^(R2n, 0) such that
o)(0), and
respects the fibration, i.e. 0 maps fibers into fibers.

&lt;P*co

&lt;P

Proof. Let a be a primitive to w. We can assume without restriction that the
linear part jta of a is \ £ xt dyt —ytdxt.
The vector fields Jp dqt and Jp dq} commute and are tangential to the fibration.
Therefore, the assumption on the fibration, which can be formulated
(o(Jp dqn Jp

dqj)

0,

î,

j

&lt;

n,

implies that

Notice also that thèse relations still hold with a replaced by j\a since the fibration
is Lagrangian also for û&gt;(0).
Now we need a function such that

/

àf J JP dqt

(a - jxa) J Jp dqt

for ail i. It follows from lemma 8 that such a function exists if and only if the
mean value of (a —j\Ct) J Jp dqt vanishes for ail i, as we now assume.
Now the proof is straight forward. Let&apos;s consider the équation

It

defines a non-autonomous vector field Zs for
pulls o) back to &lt;o(0). Moreover, since

0&lt;s^l, whose

&quot;time-l-map&quot;

for ail iy and since the fibration is Lagrangian both for co and co(0) (and therefore
also for their interpolation), it follows that Zs is tangential to the fibers. Hence,
the

&quot;time-l-map&quot;

leaves the fibers invariant.

In order to complète the proof we must show that the assumption on the
meanvalue can be fulfilled. So let &lt;p\ teTn, be the group action generated by
integrating the commuting vector fields Jpdqlt.. ,Jp dqn, and let M dénote the
opération of taking the mean value under this group action. Notice that oc is so
chosen that Ma and a has the same linear part, and notice also that M commutes
with the exterior differential d.
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Suppose now that Ma)

eo(0). Then we hâve

d(Ma-j\a)

dM (a-hcc)

0,

/

function such that M (a — j1a) df. Since df
can assume that
M/, hence df J Jp dqt 0 for ail i. Now

so there is a

/
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M df

dMf,

we

fulfilled.
It now suffices to find a diffeomorphism
respecting the fibration and such
that M&lt;P*ù) a&gt;(0), but this is easy. We just let Zs be the unique solution of
so the assumption is

&lt;2&gt;

(eo(0)

The
&lt;p&apos;

- s(Mœ - œ(0))

&quot;time-1-map&quot;

(because

&lt;P

-M(a - jxcc).

Zv

pulls Mw back to &lt;o(0), and, since it commutes with
Z5), we hâve that M&lt;P*a&gt; &lt;P*M(o. This complètes the

of

(q)&apos;)*Zs

J

Z5

proof.

Parameter dependence

It

is clear from the construction that

if

dépends smoothly on some
parameters À, defined near the origin in an euclidean space, and if co(0) is
will dépend smoothly on the parameters near
independent of À, then also
co

4&gt;

A

0.

Proof of theorem C
Theorem C now follows immediately from theorem A and proposition 3. In
hn are pairwise Poisson commuting for the symplectic form co,
fact, if h i,
then the fibration f} {ht const.} is Lagrangian for co. If, moreover, ht
qn), then this fibration is precisely H {q, const.}. This proves the
ipt(qu
theorem.

Parameter dependence
We shortly discus a parameter dépendent version of theorem C. So let
hn dépend on the parameters À, defined near the origin in an euclidean
hly.
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for ail À, they are critical at p and pairwise Poisson
commuting, and that, for A 0, d2h is non-degenerate. Then theorem C remains
true for ail À near the origin, and 0 and ail
dépend smoothly on thèse
space. Assume that,

t/;,&apos;s

parameters.
Indeed, if each d2pht is independent of À, then this follows immediately from
the remarks on parameter dependence in theorem A and in proposition 3. And
the gênerai case can always be reduced to this particular case, as follows from
lemma 1.

VII. Various generalizations
Other CSA
As we mentioned in the introduction, ail CSA&apos;s are conjugate in the complex.
In the real, however, the elliptic ones constitute only one conjugation class out of
finitely many. A gênerai CSA in 52(R2n, £ dxt a dyt)* has a base consisting of
elliptic functions qt \(x2 + y2), of hyperbolic functions #, =*,)&gt;,, and pairs of
fonctions of the type q, =xtyt +*l+1&lt;yl+1, tfi+i xtyt+i ~xl+1yt. (See for example
[17].)
It is easy to generalize our results to include also hyperbolic functions. The
reason for this is that the singularises Sk(q) remain the same as for elliptic
functions. In the analytic case, everything goes through in the same way, and
theorem A and C are still true. In C00 everything goes through too, with two little
exception. Lemma 8 remains true, without uniqueness, but the proof is différent.
The corollary of lemma 1, however, is not true for flat functions since the fibers
xy const. are not connected. In theorem A and C the conclusion therefore
is invariant under the linear action of
becomes slightly weaker, namely that ht °
Lie algebra generated by ql9
qn.
Of course, the purely hyperbolic case in C°° is not very interesting since one
knows, by a theorem of Sternberg, that a single hyperbolic Hamiltonian (in
gênerai) is integrable in C°° [18,19].
In the case when the CSA contains pairs of functions qn qt+\, as described
above, the situation is more involved since the structure of the singular sets is
différent. For example, dqt&gt; dql+1 has rank 0 when xt =yt =xl+i ^1+1 0, but
rank 2 everywhere else, and the rank-1-spaces only exist in the complex.
Theorem A and C, however, still remains true. We shall just in few words
indicate how this can be proven.
In the analytic case we can complexify, and reduce the problem to the elliptic
&lt;P
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holomorphic version plus a reality condition which can be verified. This
procédure also makes sensé in a formai way if we are considering formai power
séries. In the C°° case we don&apos;t hâve this possibility, and the division problem
then becomes much more délicate. However, it can be solved if we know that the
functions are flat at the singularities (modulo functions of normal form

In gênerai, the functions are not flat (modulo normal forms) at the
singularities, but this can be achieved by considering Taylor expansions of the
functions, not in ail variables z zE + zF, but only certain directions, in zF say. If
now the functions are flat at the singularities in E, then we can combine the
formai and the flat procédure and solve the problem in this &quot;semi-formal&quot; way,
and obtain that the functions are flat (modulo normal forms) at E. By a finite
induction, one can then achieve that ail functions are flat (modulo normal forms)
at the singularities. Such a procédure is technically quite involved, but it has been
carried out in some détail in [13].
There should also be a generalization of theorem B in the case when the CSA
contain pairs qn ql+l. In fact, aqt + Pql+l has complex eigenvalues, and for
appropriate values of a and /3 there exists a 4-dimensional &quot;centermanifold&quot; as is
described in [20].

An example
The Systems which are neither elliptic nor hyperbolic has not been much
considered in the literature. Birkhoff, for example, seems to ignore their
existence in [8]. We shall therefore describe the example of the Lagrangian
spinning top where they appear. (See [12,16].)
This top has principal moments of inertia Ix^h^h, is rotational invariant
around the third principal axis of inertia, and lives in a gravitational field which is
rotational invariant around the vertical. It can be described by a Hamiltonian
System on T*SO(3), and the Hamiltonian H and the two infinitésimal generators
of the rotational invariance, are ail in involution.
Ql and
The vertical positions is a circle T in configuration space. A neighbourhood of
such
a
position can be parameterized by symplectic coordinates
(xl9 x2y x3y yu y2y y3) such that Q%(xy y) y3 and

0

m\

0

m

7

(1
^f yî--^)xi--xi

1

1

2
_3/
+ O^xu
+
—
x2, yu y2)
yi
+jy3xly2

Qî(x, y)=xxy2-x2yx + hy^x\-x22) + y3 + O\xu x2, yu

y2).
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(m is the mass of the top.) That H and gf commute with Qf is reflected in the
fact that they are independent of x3.
Fixing the value of y3, H and Q3 become functions in (xx&gt; x2, y\, y2)-space,
and the linearized Hamiltonian vector fields at the origin hâve eigenvalues

for H, and

Qt

for

Hence, if y\&gt;4mli, then we can apply theorem C and introduce symplectic
y2==0, such that the algebra
coordinates, in a neighbourhood of xx =jc2
H&gt; QÎ is generated by
}&gt;i

xî + yl
But

xl + yl

if yl&lt;4mlu

then the quadratic algebra is generated by

xiyi + x2y2,
so we are in the

xly2-x2yi
non-elliptic-hyperbolic case.

Other Lie algebras

Another class of Lie algebras where the question of normal forms can
reasonably be asked is the semisimple ones. There is a resuit of HermannGuillemin-Sternberg-Kushnirenko that says that a semisimple Lie algebra of
analytic vector fields can be simultaneously linearized near a stationary point
[21,22,23]. If the vector fields are Hamiltonian, then it is not hard to show that
this can be done by a symplectic diffeomorphism, so for analytic Systems the
problem is solved.
It is otherwise with C00 Systems. In [22] there is a counter example for
arbitrary vector fields, but if linearization is possible for Hamiltonian vector fields
is an unsolved problem.
Of course, if the Lie algebra is compact and semisimple, then the problem
reduces to the linearization a compact group action, near a fixed point. A
problem which can always be solved [19].
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